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With due pride we have started collaborating with many parties to make this beautiful new 

European Cup happen. The Ju-Jitsu Duo Games is a fantastic technique comparing competition which 

will now be fully independently put on the European competition calendar. 

A binding event

We want to get more out of this tournament, it is going to be an event that will contain many inventions. 

One of the connecting elements of the European Cup will be the usage of live musicians. They will not just 

play music, but pieces are made specifically for these Duo Games competitions.  

Community

Another connecting element will be the support from municipality Medemblik to ensure their involvement 

with this event. There is an incredibly beautiful and versatile team of volunteers who all want to contribute 

to this sporty, sensational, welcoming and whirling tournament for all ages. Corporate life will also be visible 

during this event because the moral code of budo is easily applicable to many organisations.

Young and old

We want to showcase that Ju-Jitsu is a sport accessible to all ages. During this European Cup we will see 

young children under the age of 12 compete with each other, but also a Grandmaster aged above 80 display 

that you are never too old to learn and practice.

Fight against cancer

This event will also be connected to the fight against cancer. Normally we donate a portion of the 

registration fee to KiKa, this time we have chosen to actively support the Miranda Mania. Over the last 

couple of years this organisation has collected a lot of money for cancer research.

All in all, the European Cup Ju-Jitsu is not just an event, it's priceless!

Robert Takken / Chairman European Cup Ju-Jitsu

Judith Takken / Program manager European Cup Ju-Jitsu

Shannon de Kroon-Takken / Program manager photo & video content European Cup Ju-Jitsu

FOREWORD BY THE ORGANISATION



Do you not have a clear idea of what Jiu-Jitsu Duo-games is about?

It is a spectacular form of competition and if you have seen a fighting scene of Jackie Chan and you 

enjoyed it, you are going to love the European Cup Ju-Jitsu Duo-Games too.

Starters: Year of birth 2007 / 2008 / 2009

Cadets: Year of birth 2004 / 2005 / 2006

Aspirants: Year of birth 2001 / 2002 / 2003

Juniors: Year of birth 1998 / 1999 / 2000

Seniors: Year of birth before 1-1-1998 

What will be executed by the duos on this tournament?

Serie A Serie B Serie C

Starters 3 techniques 3 techniques        Own choice

Cadets 3 techniques 3 techniques        By referee

Aspirants 3 techniques 3 techniques 3 techniques        By referee

Juniors 3 techniques 3 techniques 3 techniques        By referee

Seniors 3 techniques 3 techniques 3 techniques        By referee

Realistic fighting scenes

During Duo Games competition you are going to see two duos who will show several realistic fighting 

scenes. The referee will indicate which attack should be shown by the duo on the tatami. They have to  

attack followed by a defence with a Ju-Jitsu technique.

The execution has to be accurately, fast and logically so it looks like a real fight without any body getting 

hurt. 

The referees are giving points based on accuracy, speed and logical and overall execution. The points of 

all series will form the total of points. This total will determine the winning duo.

Categories and  classes

Duo-Games consist of several categories and classes.

Categories: Men – Womens – Mixed

WHAT'S JU-JITSU DUO GAMES ABOUT?

EUROPEAN CUP JU-JITSU
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FOREWORD JJEU-PRESIDENT

Dear sport friends and enthusiasts!

From year to year we can watch more and more young athletes 

performing at their best in Ju-Jitsu sport. As we have Aspirants 

and Juniors participating at European and World 

Championships. We  were also looking to find a way for a 

high-level event for Ju-Jitsu Duo System.

We would like to thank the City of Medemblik, Budoschool 

Shi-Sen-Do and Judo Bond Netherland for taking the challenge 

to be the first to organise new format of Europe Cup Duo 

Games. It's a new concept with live musical support and more new 

thrilling innovations. It's the place to be for all Duo-Games athletes.

I hope you will enjoy the hospitality of the Netherlands, have a good time and take home 

friendly memories.

Last but not least we would like to thank especially the parents of our youngest athletes for 

all the support and investment of time and energy in Ju-Jitsu. 

We are proud and grateful having you in our family.

With best regards,

Robert Perc

JJEU voorzitter



MEDEMBLIK BRIMMING OF STORIES

EUROPEAN CUP JU-JITSU

Welcome to Medemblik

With  much pleasure I welcome you and all other Ju-Jitsu enthusiasts to the European Cup 

Duo-Games in municipality Medemblik. I think this is a fantastic and beautiful event that's 

being organized in our municipality, not just this year but also the next three years to come. 

The European Cup is an engaging expansion to the current top sports we currently offer, such 

as several international sail events, including Medemblik Regatta, handball, skating and 

rollerblades, not to mention the dozens of individual top athletes. 

Medemblik is top sport! Medemblik is, however, also known for its cozy port and beautiful 

historical center with many houses and buildings dated in the 16th and 17th century. 

I would like to invite all of you to visit this part of our municipality as well. Like that, after your 

visit, you will return with lovely memories. But above all I wish you much joy during this first 

edition of the European Cup!

Joset Fit

Alderman of sport municipality Medemblik

RIJKAANVERHALEN.NL

BRIMMING
OF STORIES

Dsco e  th m alli v r e !

Medemblik is located where land and water 

touch. Hence past and present are inextricably 

linked.  This is what makes Medemblik city and 

its surrounding villages so fascinating. 

Versitale Medemblik is littered of poems. 

Discover them yourself. You're more than 

welcome. For a day trip, a weekend or holiday. 
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NOT JUST AN EVENT, IT´S PRICELESS

Dive
We take it to a higher level.

It has to be an event for the participants as well as for 

the audience and all involved. 

This is why René Lenting and Raymond Dreesen of 

DIVE Music have composed music especially for the 

European Cup Ju-Jitsu. 

During the whole tournament they will perform live. 

P-S-L
To ensure the music will be heard and the 

participants can be introduced to the audience in the 

best possible way, we asked P-S-L (Pieter Sound Light) 

to help us with lightning and sound. 

Pieter has taken up this challenge and will ensure 

each Ju-Jitsuka can enter the tatami as a superstar. 

TOPvloeren
If you want to find out more about floors, you can 

visit TOPvloeren for the possibilities and several 

materials and applicability. But on the tatami they are 

also very engaged. 

Especially as Preferred Partner of the European Cup 

they ensure the participants will enter the 

competition area in a very special way. 

Shi-Sen-Do Consulting
Shi-Sen-Do Consulting established all connections to 

ensure this event will be one for everybody.  

Shi-Sen-Do Consulting works on the basis of “the 

power of connecting”. 

The cohesion between everybody involved in this 

event inspires all of us and allows everyone to be a 

winner. 

www.rmdworkshops.nl

Licht- & Geluidtechniek



COMPETITION RULES

EUROPEAN CUP JU-JITSU

Section 21 Material 

a. The secretariat shall be composed of a minimum of 2 people.

b. The fighters are allowed to use one soft stick and one rubber knife. The stick shall be 

between 50cm and 70cm.

Section 22 Categories

a. A couple may be formed without any restrictions at all, such as weight or 

grade.

b. The following categories will be distinguished: Men, women and mixed. 

Section 23 Criteria of Judging

a. The jury shall look for and judge the following:

    1. Powerful attack 4. Effectiveness 7. Variety

    2. Reality 5. Attitude

    3. Control 6. Speed

b. The overall score should give more importance to the attack, and to the first part 

of the defence.

c. Atemis  must  be  powerful,  with  good  control  and  given  in  a  natural  way  

considering possible follow up.

d. Throws and takedowns shall include breaking the opponents balance and be 

efficient.

e. Locks and strangulations must be shown to the jury in a very obvious and correct 

way, with tapping by Uke.

f. Both the attack and the defence shall be executed in a technical and realistic 

way.

JJIF Duo System

Section 20 Generalities

a. The JJIF-Duo System is aimed at presenting the defence of one contestant against a number of predetermined 

attacks from a contestant of the same team. The attacks are divided into 3 series of 4 attacks each: 

   Contact attacks (Gripping attacks, Embracing and neck lock attacks) 

   Punches, strikes and kicking attacks 

   Weapon attacks (In Series D the attacker can start with both weapons in his hands.)

b. Every attack must be prepared by one pre-attack such as pushing, atemi, pulling. (The pre-attack and the attack 

must be applied by the attacker.)

c. Every attack can be carried out right-handed or left-handed at the free choice of the team.

d. The defence is completely at the defender's choice, as well the respective roles or the change of the roles as 

attacker and defender, as well the respective position of the feet. (The change of the role as attacker and defender 

can also be changed during a series.)

e. The Mat Referee (MR) draws 3 attacks from each series. The other couple will use the same attacks but in a 

different order called by the MR.

f. Upon the first attack of each series, Tori (defender) shall have the jury on his right side, after the attack may 

come from either side.

g. The scores of the presentation will be given after each series by the Jury. Upon the Mat-Referee's command 

“Hantei” they hold their respective score table over their head. (The MR reads first all sores. When he sees, that the 

scores were counted on the screen, he puts down all the score cards.)

h. If necessary the MR indicates incorrect attacks by the correspond sign and by saying the number of the wrong. 

(The sign “incorrect attacks” will be shown by the MR if the attacker shows another attack than the one indicated 

by the MR.)

i. When the same couple is involved in consequent matches, a recovery time of maximum 5 minutes will be 

allowed between the two matches.
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COMPETITION RULES

Section 27 Walk-over and Withdrawal 

a. The decision “Fusen-gachi” (win by walk-over) shall be 

given by the MR to the competing couple whose 

opponents don't appear for their match after they have 

been called for 3 times over at least 3 minutes. The winner gets 

12 points, the non-appearing couple gets 0 points.

b. The  decision  “Kiken-gachi” (win by withdrawal) shall be given by the MR 

to the competing couple whose opponents withdraw from the competition 

during the match.  In this case the withdrawer gets 0 points and the winner 

gets 12 points. 

Section 28 Injury, Illness or Accident

a. When an injury, illness or accident occurs, the active couple has a right to a 

maximum time of 2 minutes rest before continuing (the total rest per couple in 

each match shall be 2 minutes).

b. If a couple cannot continue after an injury, “Kiken-Gachi” is given to the other 

couple.

Section 29 Team Competitions 

Team competitions are possible and the rules are the same as for individual 

competitions.

Section 24 Course of the Match

a. The couples stay facing one another in the middle of the competition area approximately two 

meters apart. The first drawn couple (Couple 1) has red belts and stays on the MR's right side. The 

second couple (Couple 2) wears blue belts. At the sign of the MR the couples will make a standing bow 

first to the  Mat-referee and then to each other. Couple 2 leaves the contest area and goes to the 

safety area.

b. The match starts, when the MR announces the first attack by calling the number of the attack and by 

giving the respective sign with the hand. (The MR shows the number first to the contestants, then to 

the Jury.)

c. After the end of the series A the contestants of the first couple kneel down and get their scores. 

After that they leave the contest area and go to the safety area. Couple 2 also  shows  series A and gets 

its scores. Couple 2 starts with series B and gets its scores, after that couple 1 proceeds with series B 

and gets its scores. Couple 1 starts series C, etc, and couple 2 starts series D, etc.

d. After the demonstration of the last series of the last couple the match has finished. The two couples 

take the same position as in the beginning of the match on request of the MR. The MR asks the 

secretary for the  winner and shows it by raising  the hand and calling the respective colour of the belt.

e. If the points of the two couples are equal (“Hikiwake“),  the match will continue  series by series until 

there is a winner. The couple with the blue belts starts with series A.

f. After  the  MR announces the  winner he orders the standing bow first to each other, then to the 

referees.

Section 25 Score System

a. The scores are given from 0 to 10 (1/2 number interval)

b. The highest and the lowest scores are taken away.

Section 26 Jury

The Jury shall consist of 5 licensed referees



FOREWORD BY THE  JBN
Dear Sports Friends! 

It gives me great pleasure to invite you for the our first continental 

championship Europa Cup in DUO system, the DUO games, 

accompanied by the JJEU annual General Assembly. 2018 is a year of a 

lot of new activities in Europa, this European Cup in DUO is one of 

them.

I hope that positive approach, patience and good governance will 

improve the conditions for our athletes and further recognition of 

their achievements in the future. 

The Ju-Jitsu European Union and the Dutch Judo Federation has the 

privilege to entrust the organization of this European Cup to the capable 

hands of our sports friends in Medemblik who have the full support of the City 

of Medemblik. The championship will take place in Wognum. 

I would also like to use this opportunity to thank the team of Budoschool Shi-Sen-Do from Opperdoes 

and other supporters, sponsors for their support. It is always nice to witness the amount of 

understanding of importance of sports beyond the promotional level - the effect on education and 

building friendship.

My compliments to Mr and Mrs Takken and their team for their professional approach, effective 

response, love and enthusiasm they have invested in Ju-Jitsu and, in particular, in the DUO systems for 

the European Cup in DUO systems 2018. 

I wish you a pleasant stay and please remember that winning is nice, but being part of a European Cup 

is a reward in itself. Be proud of yourself, be proud to be part of the ju-jitsu world. 

A very warm welcome to Medemblik!

Rick Frowyn

General Secretary JJEU

Boardmember Dutch Judo Federation

EUROPEAN CUP JU-JITSU
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SCHEDULE

Program subject to reservation. 

The final time follow on Saturday. 

Friday, June 22nd, 2018

19.00 h. International Referee Seminar

23.00 h. Final soundcheck & lighting line up

19.00 h. – 21.00 h. Registration participants

Saturday, May 23nd, 2018

07.00 h. Last instructions to all volunteers & project management

07.30 h. Registration last participants

08.15 h. Registration closed

08.15 h. – 08.30 h. Draw

09.00 h. – 09.15 h. Opening ceremony

09.30 h. – 12.30 h. Preliminary round

12.30 h. – 13.15 h. Break & Demonstration

13.15 h. – 15.00 h. Last Preliminary round

15.00 h. – 16.00 h. Finals

16.00 h. – 17.00 h. Price excellence ceremony

17.30 h. – 19.00 h. Dinner buffet / Volunteers – 

Referees – Officials
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Winkelerzand 68-70,
1731 LZ Winkel
Tel. 0224 542 489

E-mail: info@tonca.nl
info@damco-boottrailers.nl 

Roelandschap
Audio Video EngineeringAudio Video Engineering

www.roelandschap.nl



WIM VAN VORSTENBOS

KIME NO KATA

At 81 Wim van Vorstenbos is one of the most graduated 

budokas of the Netherlands. He has namely the 9te dan 

grade Ju-Jitsu, 7th dan grade Judo and 2nd dan grade 

karate. This is what Van Vorstenbos achieved after sixty 

years of active (budo) sports career. Wim should be called 

grandmaster in the Japanese self-defence Arts in the 

Netherlands. 

Founder Ju-Jitsu systems

From his 15th year, he practises Ju-Jitsu and helped creating the 

current Ju-Jitsu. The competitions have resulted in this. 

For 25 years he has implemented training activities for J.B.N. 

whereof in the preliminary courses Robert Takken a.o. 

Furthermore he has managed the national graduation commission 

for 20 years. 

Down to earth Dutchy

Despite his great love for Japanese self-defence Arts, he never 

visited Japan. In his own words, travel expenses are high and are 

not worth. However, when Japanese grandmasters came to 

Europe or the Netherlands to teach, he regularly attended their 

lessons. 

Excellent reputation

Wim van Vorstenbos has meant a lot for the Dutch 

budosport. For this reason he is awarded with a golden pin 

by the Dutch federation and he also received royal honour. 

Demonstration

During the European Cup Duo-Games sensei van Vorstenbos and Henk 

Tamerus will give a Kime no kata demonstration. Kime no kata consists 

of a series of self-defences kata, executed with real weapons. 

Kime-no-kata (Kata of Decisions)

Kime no kata originates in Kodokan (original Judo dojo in Tokio) around 

the year 1888. It consists of eight techniques from kneeling position (idori 

waza) and twelve standing techniques (tachi waza). Both series consists of 

armed as well as unarmed attacks. 

Age

This unique demonstration also show age doesn't play a role within 

budo sport. You can see all age categories all day long. 

What matters is fun and sport experience and this day will show 

young and old go hand in hand. 
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mcjdongelmans@gmail.com

Marcel Dongelmans Photography

MATSURU
WORLDWIDE MARTIAL ARTS BRAND

Licht- & Geluidtechniek

“DE BOEIER” SPORTPRIJZEN

MARCEL KOUWENBERG FOTOGRAFIE

info@fam-kouwenberg.nl



Mariska Knijn

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE
EUROPEAN CUP

PROJECT MEMBERS THANKS A LOT!

Robert Takken

Judith TakkenBert Bras

Shannon de Kroon-Takken

Richard de Wit

Erwin Roelandschap

Paul van Grieken

Marcel Kouwenberg

Tjerk Weel
Tom Back

Marcel Dongelmans

Raymond Dreesen

Rosalie Eppink

Leanne Kouwenberg

Joris Balkema

Zoë Bosman

Marinus Hamelink

Petra Wit

Nienke Pronk
Sammy Knijn

Rick Frowyn

Claudia Selders Marijke Bos

Anna van Leeuwen

Anouschka Meurs

Merel Back

Joost v.d. Heiden

Klaas Slot
Jamilla Burgggraaf

Thijs Knijn

Arno Uijldert

Isaak Weel
Ben van Leeuwen

Rene Lenting

Bart BeekKlaas-Jan Weel

Mark Beentjes Sandra Frowyn

Pieter Ratten
Jacob Bos

Roel Braaksma

Esther Lute

Mirjam Roelandschap
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po tS rts for chari ies
mirandamania.nl

PROUD SUPPORTER OF

TEAM Medemblik is responsible for the 

implementation of the sport policy in 

Medemblik.  As a small and effective 

organisation, we support the local 

topsport by the fulfilment of the 

ambitions and objectives of this sport 

policy.

TEAM Medemblik

www.teammedemblik.nl
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